
MINUTES  
of the Feng Shui Society Executive Committee 

19th September 2017 
Venue 
Room BO2, 43 Gordon Square, 
Kings Cross, London WC1H 0PD 
 
Attending         Start Time: 1.15pm 
Chair - Simon Brown     Finish Time: 5.10pm 
Treasurer – Chrissie Parker 
Secretary – Elizabeth Wells 
Joao Borges 
Carol Hession 
Sue Holmes 
Vicky Sweetlove 
 

1. Apologies for Absence 
Edel Cleary 

 
2. Matters Arising from the Minutes of the last committee meeting – 17th July 2017 

None 
 

3. Chairman’s Report 
Web site moving forward  
 

4. Treasurer’s Report 
Accounts to date – loss on Events (Consultant’s Meeting & AGM), new web site and other 
expenses leaves the Balance Sheet with reserves standing at £15,001 
Limited Company – a company limited by guarantee called Feng Shui Society Ltd has 
been formed for various reasons.  The Treasurer will be writing to all members to explain 
the details in the near future but the main reason is to safeguard the usage of the name 
Feng Shui Society Ltd, as well as to hold internet accounts e.g. Paypal and Domaine in this 
title. Agreed by all. 
Google Drive – all documentation e.g. Minutes, Manuals, Codes of Practices etc of the 
Executive Committee is saved in a common area where it is backed up and available to all 
committee members. Agreed by all. 
Mail chimp - the definitive data base of all FSS members is held here and available to be 
used by committee members.  Documents being sent out to members by this system 
should be seen first by Committee Members to give them an opportunity for objections to 
be voiced. Agreed by all. 
 

5. Secretary’s Report  
Following a request from a consultant for a view of the Committee Minutes it was agreed 
that all the Minutes would be forwarded by Liz to Sue to pass onto Gem Creative (GC) and 
then placed directly onto the current website.  These would be available to members only 
and accessed by their member number. Agreed by all. 
 

6. Committee members - roles – matters arising 
Research – role held by Joao.  He is going to start work on a project ‘Feng Shui and 
Interior Design’ and it will be presented at the AGM in 2018.  This document will be highly 
researched and will be available for practitioners to use for reference material.  Progress 
may be mentioned in FSS blogs along the way. Agreed by all. 
 

 



7. FSS Website 
Results of the Survey were considered and of the three web sites considered, the one with 
the highest weighted average was Sample 3.   It was agreed that this would be the one to 
take forward. 
Jan Cisek had sent in a list of recommendations and it was agreed that Sue, ‘gatekeeper’ of 
the website, would pass these on to GC along with other comments from members. Agreed 
by all. 
Joao suggested that the new web site should be available in different languages and this 
was agreed – it would be discussed in more detail as the new website progresses. 

8. Membership Renewal - progress 
In the absence of Edel, Membership Secretary, the results were read out by Chris 
Numbers - We believe we have 65 members and as of today, 43 have renewed, 20 are 
unpaid, 1 has resigned and 1 is a life member.  Names of unpaid members were discussed 
and various committee members said that they would get in touch with some of them. If still 
unpaid by the end of September, it was agreed that Edel would write a personal letter to 
each. Agreed by all. 
CPD – it appeared that in the past there was a very loose arrangement with some members 
with regard to this and again, personal letters would be sent out by Edel with clear 
guidelines for members to follow in the future. Agreed by all. 
Clarification was needed for ‘Life Members’ as to whether or not they should be paying 
their membership fee.  It was agreed that the following are Life Members and do not need 
to pay -  Raymond Catchpole, Gill Hale, Gina Lazenby & Joan Vine.  The Constitution was 
ambiguous on this and changes in the wording would need to be made at the next AGM. 
Agreed by all. 
Insurance for consultants living outside the UK and who have difficulty obtaining 
insurance will be asked to sign a contract to indemnify the FSS from any claims made 
against the consultant.  It was also suggested that every consultant should have ‘insurance’ 
as part of their bio with a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ beside it so that clients are clear about who holds 
insurance and who does not. Agreed by all. 
Insurance for ‘on line’ clients – Edel to check with Holistic Insurance to see if this is 
included or should be added to the contract of specific consultants. Agreed by all. 
 

9. Practitioner accreditation and guidelines – mentoring  
After an in depth discussion, it was agreed that Carol, Accreditation Secretary, Joao, Vicky 
and Simon would form a sub-committee to agree -  

• Which FS schools were accredited and recognised and their students would 
therefore, be accepted taking this into account.  

• Whether every student should submit a case study for perusal by the panel  
• The process involved in accepting members who had been trained by other schools/ 

trainers unknown to the FSS. 
• The correct package, including membership form, that would be sent out to each 

potential member  
It was suggested by Vicky that a ‘mentoring’ scheme whereby potential members would 
be accompanied by a committee member to one of their consultations – this was to be 
considered at a later date. 
 

10. Increasing Membership – Friends of FS, necessary checklist, fee, raising awareness etc 
It was suggested that there should be a ‘pop up’ on the web site asking if visitors to the site 
wished to become a Friend of the FSS.  They would immediately pay a £10 joining fee 
using Paypal.  This would produce an automatic ‘welcome’ letter (written by Edel) and 
record their email address on Mail Chimp.  This suggestion was agreed and Sue would 
start the process with GC using the current website.  Total benefits to the ‘Friend’ were yet 
to be decided but there would be a discount for Conference Attendance. Agreed by all. 



Another suggestion was that an accredited school would pay the first year’s membership for 
their qualifying student. 
The aim was to enrol well over a thousand ‘Friends of Feng Shui’ as soon as possible. 

 
11.  Consultant’s Meeting – agenda & date 

Following a survey of the consultations, it was discovered that the majority of members 
wanted to meet during the week on a Wednesday.  It was therefore decided to hold the 
meeting on 29th November 2017 from 11.00 – 7.00pm.  Travel expenses would be 
covered in the same way as before but it is yet to be decided whether to ask consultants to 
pay for food. Agreed by all. 
Edel was asked to send out an invitation as soon as possible to all members with the date. 
Subject areas in the survey to be covered were ‘website bios’, FS Education and Case 
Studies.  Simon and Sue each offered to present a different case study. Other subject 
areas yet to be finalised. Agreed by all. 
 Vicky was asked to book the same venue as before, The Wesley. Agreed by all. 
 

12. FSS Conference 2018 - speaker suggestions 
Joao suggested approaching  
Jin Peh 
Oksana Sakhranova – a Russian 
Joey Yapp – Vicky to contact 
 

13.  Future committee meeting dates  -  24th October 2017,  1.00 – 5.00pm  
- 11th January 2018 

14. AOB  
Global FS Alliance – Vicky to respond to them saying that the FSS is happy to work with 
them but is not prepared to contribute financially. Agreed by all. 
Jonathan Bennett – after a very short discussion it was unanimously agreed that we let 
the police complete their investigations before having any further discussions on the issue. 
Agreed by all. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Simon G. Brown
Chair


